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Opening

PART I

ORGANIZATION OP THE MEETING

and duration of the meeting

Dutive Committee in the absence of H.E. Major Kwarae Baah (Ghana), the
Chairman of the Second Conference of Ministers and Chairman of the

1 The ninth meeting of the Executive Committee was called to order on June 16,
by H.E.jMr. Olu Sanu (Nigeria), the outgoing^Chairmanjrf the ej^_mf®tin^of

the Exe

current ___ _

Executive Committee, who was unable to attend* _

2. The Meeting took place in Addis Ababa from 18 to 21 June 1973 under the
Chairmanship of H.E. Mr. Sishayi Simon Nxumalo, Minister of Trade, Mines and
Tourism and representative of Swaziland on the Committee.

Election of officers

3. The Meeting elected H.E. Mr. S.S. Nxumalo (Swaziland) as First Vice-
Chairman, H.E. Mr. Elsayed Gaballa (Egypt) as Second Vice-Chairman, and
H.E. Mr. Haman Dicko (Cameroon) as Rapporteur.

Attendance -._..-,.

4. The Meeting was attended V representatives of member States as follows:
Algeria. Burundi, Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Morocco, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda and the felted HepttiioJf Tanzania*
The following countries did not attend or participate: Gabon and Mali*

5. Observers from Zambia, UNICEP, UHDP, ILO, FAO, UHESCO, WHO and OAU were

also present.

Agenda . .

6. Tie Committee adopted the following agenda:

1* Opening of the meeting

2m Election of.officers ,

3* Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

4. : .Matters arising from the second meeting of the Conference

. pf Ministers ,

5* Drought in the Sudano-Sahelian zone

6. Special Inter-governmental Committee of Expert for the

Implementation of the African Regional Plan

7. ' Measures to relieve the effects of economic deterioration
in Zambia resulting from action taken lpy Southern Rhodesia

(Zimbabwe)
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8. Relations between ECA and other international organizations '■_'/■

in particular the Organization of African Unity \.' '■''.

9. Working relations between the United Nations Multinational . i

Interdisciplinary Development Advisory Teams and the sub- 1 .■'■■

- regional offices -.._.. ,;

10. Preparations for the international negotiations on trade,

. finance and monetary matters , * 5

11. Preparations for the fifty-fifth session of the Economic and |

Social Council * .
# •

12* Staff and administrative questions i :

13* Any other business , ' | ;

14. Date of the tenth meeting of the Executive Committee

15* Adoption of the report.

DISCUSSION OF THE AGENDA

Matters arising from the second meeting of the Conference oi" Ministers

7* A member of the secretariat reported on action taken "by the Conference

of Ministers on the recommendations made by the Executive Committee during

the last two years. As requested by the Committee at its eighth meeting,

he reported| the secretariat had drafted new sections of the Africa Strategy

for Development in the 1970s which had been,|dopted by the Conference of

Ministers. The draft resolutions submitted to the Conference of Ministers

and relating to the following questions were also adopted with slight amend

ments: Declaration on Trade and Development; Conference of African Ministers

of Trade, Development and Finance; African participation in negotiations in

the trade, finance and monetary spheres; Co-operation with international or

ganizations; Science and technology, and Establishment of Multinational Inter

disciplinary Development Advisory Teams. The Conference of Ministers also

took decisions on the drought affecting the countries of the Sudanc-Sahelian

zone; the situation in Southern Rhodesia; and the establishment of an AAsocia^

tion of African Trade Promotion Organizations. By a resolution on Intra-

Afrioan economic co—operations the Conference requested the Executive Secretary

to submit the Report of the Panel of Experts on Intra-Africaaa Economic Co

operation and Africa's Relations with the European Economic Community to the

Conference of Ministers on Trade, Development and Finance. In another resolu

tion, the Conference requested the Executive Committee to include reports on

staff and administrative questions as a standing item on the agenda of the

Committee's, meetings.1 It also requested urgently that the UNDP continue to

finance IDEP during the third phase of its existence, and endorsed the steps

taken in the establishment of a joint division between ECA and UNIDO.

8, After the secretariat's statement, a member of the Committee wished to

know the aotion that had been taken on the Committee's request that the

Executive Secretary seek funds in order to attend the meeting of UNDP in

Nicosia, The Executive Secretary replied that a request for funds sent to
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United Nations Headquarters was not approved to enable him to attend this

On a second question of whether the secretariat was able to obtain

from the UNDP to assist the ECA/OAU Joint: Meeting on Trade and Develop
ers! African countries in the inter-governmental commodity consultations

UNCTADj the. Executive Secretary replied that a report on this item

be. submitted under item 10 of the agenda. The Committee took note of

secretariat's presentation and tha replies given "by the Executive Secretary.

meeting

funds

ment

would

the

Drought in the Sudano—Sahe1ian Zone

9. IVo statements were presented to the Committee on this item of the agenda,

.The Exeoutive Secretary gave an introductory report in which, he stated that

the Commission had kept in close touch with the development of the question

of th® drought in the Sudano-Sanelian zone and that FAG had "been charged "by.

United Nations Headquarters with supervising the operations connected with
this oataatrophe which was causing great hardship to a large number of Africans,

particularly in the west ofvthe continent* The Deputy FAO Regional Represen

tative for Africa was then invited to present his Organization's first report
on the situation. In his report{ the FAO representative said that the prolonged

and persistent drought in the Sudano-Sahelian zone in Africa had created an

acute and alarming emergency situation with far-reaching consequences of pos

sible loss of human lives and increased misery for the people. There was also

possible need for an emergency first aid programme amounting to more than.^50
million if the requests for the original acutely.affected countries of Mauritania,

Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta,-Niger and Chad were to "be met., He informed the
Committee that more African countries were-in danger of being affected by "the
drought* Four million heads of cattle out of a total of 20 million in the :
Sahelian Zone were threatened with preliminary estimates of losses above &100

million. : There was the danger of a reduction in livestock production,^and a

sharp; degradation of parts of the range lands. These, he said, were the.cumu

lative effect of several exceptional dry years which had highlighted the vulner

ability of the present production system. . ■ f ■ - >

10". Measures being taken .'"by the FA0? he said, included the establishment of an
Interdepartmental Working Group on Problems of the Sahelian zone, a task force
of liVestock, water development> transport and logistic specialists to, identify
programmes for immediate actions and the appointment of a Special Representative

to report on his discussion with the Heads of State and Government of th6-six
countries of; the Sahelian zone. The' Interdepartmental Working/Group would also

work on the medium- and long-term agricultural programme needs of the drought

affected countries. The Secretary-General, he said, had agreed that FAO would

serve, as a focal point to co-ordinate the"efforts of the United Nations system
in the emergency relief operation. He drew attention of the Committee to the

urgent problem of transportation and the lack of co-ordination between bilateral

and 'United Nations system relief operations in the drought striken areas*

11. The second report was: given by a representative of ECA secretariat-who

explained that the Coirirdssidn was more concerned with medium- and ion^-term

programmes and their solutions to the problems of the zone. He stated that

the Executive Secretary had keenly followed the'emergency relief measures,

being" carried out try FAO and had expressed his readiness to the Director- :

General of FAO to put under the disposal of the. campaign the resources of the
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ECA subregional office and the Niamey UBDAT. He stated that the problem per

tained to "basic structural defects in the process of agro-economic and agro-

sociological development. Medium- to long-term measures, he said, should con

centrate on identifying the basic structural constraints to increased and

sustained agricultural productivity in the affected zone. He noted that these

constraints were mainly found in the natural resources endowments( their gee—

graphic distribution and their time balance vis-a-vis population dynamics, and

in the overall economic structures, strategies, policies and priorities.

12. The current ECA/FAO Phase II studies on intra-subregional co-operation and •

trade in agriculture were being reoriented to take full consideration of the

long-term requirements of the countries of Sudano—Sahelian zone. Furthermore,

he said, the objectives and approach of the Liptako-Gourma multinational project

would.be re-examined and modified in order that it could take into considera-

tion medium- and lon^-term requirements of structural adjustment. He further

stated that ECA would endeavour to make the problems of arid zones the earliest

concern of the International African Centre for Animal. Production and Health.

13. In the discussion which followed the ECA and FAO presentations, the members

expressed grave concern with the manner in which the problems of the Sahelian

zone had been tackled. There was the feeling that the problems of the drought

in West Africa had not received the attention it deserved from world public

opinion and from the press; some sectors of the press had had no hesitation in

blaming .the indifference of the African countries for the situation. The ex

tent of the disaster should have been discussed more widely internationally as

well as in African countries. This was not only a fight against an economic

disaster but a fight against nature as well. The problem, it was felt, was

one of land use and the effect of extending such use beyond the safe limits.

There was need, therefore, for a critical appraisal of land use for sustaining

stable economic life.

14. Members of the Committee called for a report by the secretariat, or

summary, of studies undertaken on the Sudano-Sahelian zone with suggestions

for practical action. Such a report would also enable the Committee to ex—

amine the work programme of the secretariat and advise on a practical course

of action "by the secretariat and the international community. It could also

enable the drafting of resolutions on action to be taken "by African States to |
assist countries of the zone affected by the drought. The members of the j
Committee invited the representative of the OAU General Secretariat to give an >

account of the measures taken by OAU. ■

15. The representative of the OAU informed the Committee that his organization ;

was also concerned with the consequences of the drought ravaging the Sudano- j
Sahelian zone. He pointed out the long- and medium-term objectives of his i
organization to establish food reserves in Africa, He also informed the Com- !

mittee of action taken by both the Heads of State and Government, and the [
Council of Ministers of the OAU at their last meeting in May 1973 contained . !

in decision AHG/Dec 10l(X) which exempted all member States affected "by the j

drought from paying their contribution to the budget of the OAU during the j

1973/1974 financial year and in resolution C10tes.3l6(XXl) which called upon j
the international community and African countries to assist the countries
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affectod by the drought. He stressed the readiness of the OAU to co-operate .

with the ECA and PAO in offering relief to member States affected by the drought.

16. A;member of the Committee suggested that depletion, of the forest. without

any programme of aforestation had contributed to the shifting of the fertile

zone beyond repair. He stressed that this problem should be considered within

m the cpijitext of the whole region rather than individual States* West Africa.

as; a wioie, should therefore be the subject of an intensive study and the sort
ing upjof programmes to develop irrigated agriculture and to restore agro-

• ; economic balance. *

17* 111 response to calls for a report on studies that the secretariat had,

carried out on problems of the drought, the Executive Secretary promised to

submit;a report that would enable careful assessment of work done and the draft**

^. ing of ;an appropriate resolution which would contribute to current thinking, .on

^P programmes for action. He called for the appointment of a drafting committee
for.this purpose, and the following members were selected: Egypt, Ethiopia,

Senegal, Tanzania, Burundi and Cameroon (Rapporteur). The OAU, PAO and the
1 secretariat were co-opted to assist.- This Committee was subsequently charged

with drawing up the other draft resolutions.

' Special inter-governmental committee of experts for the implementation of the

African Regional Plan

18. A member of the secretariat presented, a report on agenda item 6_de.ai.inff,.

with science and technology.,. The African Regional Plan, drawn up under:.ifee.,.;„■.

auspices of the African Regional Group of the United Stations Advisory Committee

for the Application of Science and Technology to Development (USACAST) in cbl-
laboratipn with.the secretariat of ECA and the specialized agencies, had trans

lated ifhe. indicative proposals contained in the global World Plan into, more-

specific programmes of action* These had been selected on the basis of the

needs,and priorities of the countries of the African Region with a view to

: increasing their capacity to acquire and utilize technology for development.

19- ...With a< view to implementing1 the World Plan of Action, the Conference of

Ministers.had adopted, at its second meeting, resolution 248(Xl) on science :

and ^ecjtowlQSy establishing a Special Intergovernmental Committee of Experts
for member States,to ensure regular follow-up and review of the work 6f the-'-
secretariat..of the Commission in connexion with the implementation of the

African Regional Plan. The secretariat, he said, had made two alternative

recommendations for the composition of this Committee in document E/CN.14/ECO/58f
and -members of the Executive Committee were to decide which proposal was accept

able to it*

20. . In the .discussion /that followed, members of the Committee rejected the idea

of constituting the Special Committee from representatives of the 18 African

countries currently sitting on the ECOSOC Committee on Science and Technology

for Development or of the.UM)P Governing Council which were not already included

in the ECOSOC Committee on Science and Technology for Development. Instead,

members, were favourably dispositioned to selecting a Special Committee on sub-

regional basis on the principle of one expert representation to two member States
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of a subregion. The four current members of the African Regional Group of the

UNACAST wouldj in addition, attend meetings of the Special Committee as ob-

servers•

21o After consultations among members, the Committee decided on the constitu

tion of members of the Special Committee on subregional basis as follows:

Central African Subre^ion (four): Burundi, Cameroon, Congo and ZaXre.

East African Subregion (six); Ethiopia, Madagascar, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Uganda and Zambia.,

North African Subregion (three): Algeria, Egypt and Morocco.

; Nest African Suhregion (seven): Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Niger,

JTigeria, Senegal and Togo.

It was further decided to formally associate the specialized agencies with,

and be invited to the deliberations of the Special Committee as observers in

recognition of the contributions which the specialized agencies had always

made, and continued to make, to the work of the Committee and to the develop

ment of science and technology in Africa. The term of the Special Committee

was set at four years*

Measures to relieve the effects of economic deterioration in Zambia

resulting from antiom taken by Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)

-22« The Executive Secretary reported on the Secretary-General's mission

to Zambia, towards -jhe end of January in 1973 in which he participated.

This mission assessed that country*s material and financial requirements.

According to the Executive Secretary even before this times and since

immediately after the unilateral declaration of independence by Rhodesia^

the secretariat had been engaged in assistance programmes to the South-eastern

subregion* The secretariat posted to the subregional office in Zambia a

staff member who remained until -;he end of 1971f and had continued to assist

in various other ways sinoe then* 'Ihe Jackson missionwhioh was sent to assess

power needs of Zambia and other requirements had submitted a report for inter

national action* An area in which the secretariat could offer direct assistance

was in manpower mobiliaation0 It had been estimated that Zambia would require

two thousand drivers and mechanics ald"hee

23. It was pointed out that the decision taken by Zambia to close its border

with the minority regime of Rhodesia had the support of all Africa; thereforef

African States should show greater support to Zambia*, ECAE it was suggestedc

should play a more important role in the implementation of Security Council

resolutions^ Although these Security Council resolutions were usefulc the ECA

and African member States should not tie their actions to these only. Reports

and statistics submitted to the Council on the needs and requirements of

Zambia might have been exaggerated or inflated. It was to be admired that

countries such as Tanzania had placed their infrastructure and ports at the

disposal of Zambia to assist in easing the strain as had been pointed out Ipy

the representatives of other countries.
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24., Thfe representative of OAU pointed out that his organization had taken

action an Zambian requirements at the highest level through resolutions,

and that member States were already taking positive action. Concrete proposals

of assistance from member States were promised by several members of the

Committ3e0 The OAU representative also informed the Committee of the resolu

tion passed at the twentieth session of the Council of Ministers of his

organization in February 1973 asking member States j.nter alia to offer

assistance to Zambiao He referred to the adoption of the Inter-African Tecfciai-

cal Assistance Agreement during the tenth assembly of the Heads of State and

Governmsnt of the Organization of African Unity in May 1973. He stated

that ths OAU through its newly established Bureau of Inter-African Technical

Assistance offered its full co-operation to ECA with a view,to finding ways

and means to meet Zambia's manpower requirements within Africa,

25c In commenting upon the figures obtained in the assessment of the require

ments of Zambia, the Executive Secretary informed the Committee that due

allowance had been made for the known needs of the country. The important

thingr he.saidf was that help was given to Zambia and that the ECA or the

OAU could assist in mobilizing and co-ordinating this assistance so that

persons did not arrive on the scene when not expected or neededo He promised

to keep a contingent ready at the secretariat for service in Zambia at short

notice if required^

26» In rssponse to sentiments expressed during the discussion of this item

of the agendae the observer from Zambia thanked the Committee for having

permitted him to participate in the meeting* He went on to express his
gratitude to the secretariat, the Executive Secretary9 the members of the

Committee and African countries and institutions for the interest, co-operation

and help which had been given or offered to his country* He was also grateful

for the various plans to assist with personnel and welcomed assistance from

all.quartersc The assistance received by Zambia in this crisis* he saidt

pointed out clearly'the possibilities for further co-operation and mutual

assistance "by all Africa in the economic emancipation of the continent as

a wholeo

Relations between the Commission and, „other international organizations in

Darticular the Organization of African Unity

27*, The request made by some members of the Committee to include this

particular item on the agenda.had been prompted by the feeling through

requests and statements made at meetings of the OAU Council of Ministers,

that there was very little co-opefatio.n and collaboration between ECA and

OAU. Prom requests for funds and resources made to meetings of the Council

of Ministersg for example..; the impression had been created of a risk for

duplication of offort on the part of the OAUo It was pointed out that these

resources were already available to the ECA so that if a spirit of co-operation

existed such requests for the 6AU could not have been made. Members indicated

that although "the Executive Secretary and the representative of the OAU

had both affirmed the existence of mutual co-operation between their organizations

such co-operation should not exist only at the highest levels bui; among the

rankan&file of the staff0 It was necessary that the two organizations co-operate

and complement each other rather than compete.
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28. .Addressing himself to the question of relations between the OAU and

EGA the Executive Secretary informed the Committee that following the policy

of the Commission^ the secretariat had-already identified a number of projects

in which it was collaborating with the OAU. The basis of projects was the

result of felt need for a united front with the backing of the African Heads

of State and Government. . In following this-policy, it was now an established

practice to consult with the OAU and the various OAU/ECA Conferences of Minis- .

■feers such an.for Industry and UNCTAD* Such co-operation had also resulted

in the establishment of the Association of Trade Promotion Organization of

Africa.

29. The Executive Secretary also referred to the practice of the: secretariat

for giving credit to the part played by the OAU in its Work Programme. He

also referred to areas in which EGA offered assistance to.OAU. These inclu

ded' the refugee programme, and placement bureau; the Livestock Development

Project; the ILO/lDEP/OAU/ECA labour migration study., and the integrated

rural development programmeo

3Oe The representative of■ OAU, on this itemjinformed the Committee that there

was. continued, excellent and fraternal working relation between the two

organizations*

31« Various suggestions were made to achieve greater co-operation and co

ordination. These included the need to have the ECA represented at meetings

of the OAU Council of Ministers when economic and social matters were being

discussed^ regular joint meetings between the two secretariats to review

programmes and activities with a view to harmonization and the mutual

acknowledgement of the part played in each others programmes.

32O The question was raised as to whether it was necessary at this time in the

political development of Africa, that the meetings of the ECA should continue

to be attended by the metropolitan powers of Great Britainf France, and Spain

las well as non—African members of the United Nations. In reply the Executive

Secretary reminded members of the Committee of the rules of procedure of the

Commission and offered various explanations as to why such governments may

attend ECA meetings and the nature of their respective participation.

Working relations between the United Nations Multinational Inter-disciplinary

Development Advisory Teams and the subregional offices

33* At the second Conference of Minist-ers in February 1973 resolution 24l(Xl)

was adopted calling.upon ths Executive Committee -at Its current session to

define the working relationship that should exist between the subregional

offices of the Commission and the Multinational Inter-disciplinary Development

Advisory Teams (UNDATs), The secretariat presented to the Committee document
E/CN.I4/ECO/56 in which it set out the objectives of both institutions and
offered alternative proposals for consideration. The document, introduced . :.

by a member of the secretariat, suggested three possibilities for the con

sideration of members: ■

(a) an outright merger of both the subregional offices and the UNDATs
in each subregion;
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.(b) incorporation of the UNDATs operating in a Bubregion into the sub-

..:■ ..-regional office so that the director of the subregional office

would supervise the teams which would retain some independence

where their plan of operation was.ooncerned; and

(c) the formulation of a number of rules providing for close co-operation
"between the two* independent units*,

34<
previous

nat:

thin

lit the discussion which followed some members pointed out that although

discussions on objectives of the UNDATs had emphasized the multi

onal scope of the project, the secretariat appeared to persist, as in

document, in conceiving of the UNDATs as prqjects to assist in national

It was again emphasized that they were to be both multinational

inter-disciplinary.

35= ! On the subject of the three alternative approaches to the administration
of the UNDATs several questions were raised ty members for; clarification by

thejsecretariate In response to some of these questionss the secretariat

replied that it had been planned to set up two teams in the West African

Subregion, one to be based in Niamey and the other in Dakar* The Niamey. -,

UNBAT had been established, but the establishment of the Dakar team was

subject to the findings of an evaluation survey just carried out in the sub-

region being favourable. There was also the plan to establish a second -

team which could be based at Bukavu instead of at Bujumbura., for the-Central

African Subregion, but fliis team had also not been established because member

States had not agreed upon the location or the programme for the team© •

Replying to a question from a'member of the Committee the representative of
the secretariat said that the experience of existing UNDATs did not offer

a reliable basis for assessing the desirability of incorporation or co
operation between the UNDATs and the subregional offices; There was only

the partial experience of Niamey, where, for the first six months of its '

existence, with the recruitment of the. first two experts, the UNDAT had

been, under the temporary supervision of the director of the subregional

offijoe.o In Central Afrioa, since the UNDAT and the subregional offices were
bas^d in two different countries, and since, in addition, the activities of
the joffices were extremely limited, the problem of collaboration <r oo- ■'
ordikiation had not arisen.

36o In clarifying the three alternatives further, the representative of the
secretariat said that alternative (a) above would imply suppression of the post
of leafier- of the UNDAT team; alternative (b) would mean one well-defined

team, with its own leader, budget and programme with the director of the sub-
regional office as direct supervisor of the team leader^ while alternative

(c) would imply equality between the direotor and the team leader both to be
supervised directly from Addis Ababa. He informed the Committee that if ■■

alternatives (b) and (c) were agreed on separate resources would be available
to both programmes, but that, as long as the UNDATs remained aB specific ;
and effective projects they should be able to continue drawing on the special
sources of financing open to them.
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"37. After a lengthy discussion'-the Committee reached the decision that,

although it wished to see the subregion&l offices have full administrative

responsibility fop the UNDATs" as envisaged in alternative (a) above, for
financial, practical and other reasons it was willing to settle for alternative

(b);the Committee also agreed that the UNDATs should "be primarily concerned

with multinational projects, although- it accepted the view that multinational

projects often had their roots in national plans and desireso

38. The representative of the secretariat pointed out that serious difficulties

were "being encountered in implementing the recommendation of the Conference

of Minister^ on the priority to be accorded to multinational projects in the

TJSDATs1 programme of work. He said that this recommendation had "been unfavourably

received "by Governments represented at the meeting recently held at Yaounde

to review the activities of the Central Africa I UNDAT. Iti view of the current

provisions of the plan of operationt the implementation of this recommendation

depended "basically on the will of the Governments concerned to accord the

problems of multinational co-operation the priority they deserved,, In any

event, it was primarily to the Governments that the Executive Committee should

address itsgppeal for the redirection of UNDAT activities towards multinational

projects,, .

Preparation for the international negotiations on trade... finance and monetary

natters . -

39. Introducing this agenda item the Executive Secretary recalled that the

Executive Committee at its eighth meeting in November 1972 adopted three draft

resolutions concerning African preparations for the international negotiations

on trade, finance, and monetary matters. These resolutions were adopted by the

Conference of Ministers at its second meeting in February 1973. These resolu

tions referred in particular to the multilateral trade negotiations,, the inter-

govexnmental consultations on specific conunoditiesc the negotiations for the

establishment of a new world monetary system; and the implications for African

countries on the enlargement of the European Economic Community*

40. One of the main concerns of African Governments, he said, was to ensure

that these various negotiations together would create a trade and monetary

environment v'lich would be conducive to "the economic development of African

countries. There was, however, a clear and real danger that the interests of

African countries individually or as a whole might be placed in the background

in these negotiations. Since Tclose to one—third, of,the resources available

to African countries was derived from exports and other external,sources,

the international negotiations were of' crucial importance providing background

to the request of the Executive Committee for the submission of a regional

project to UNDP for assistance to African countrieso Also, following a recom

mendation of the Executive Committee, the project had been sent to the Govern

ments of.all ECA member States with an invitation to them to convey their

support of the request already submitted to UNDP.with a'view to securing its

approval*
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The support received from African Governments in respect of this projectt

■eported, had "been overwhelming, with a wide geographical and political
TINDP had received endorsements by 24 African countries* Thirteen

endorsing countries were associated with the European Economic Community

the Yaounde Convention. There was therefore a "broad support for the

This meeting of the Executive Committee could therefore provide,

support by adopting a strong request to UNDP to complete as rapidly

as possible the approval of the Africa regional project-0

42. The Executive Secretary also referred to an invitation to the United

Naticns regional economic commissions in Bangkok and Addis Ababa, the United

Nations Economic and Social Office in Beirut, UNCTAD, UNCDPPF? UNIDO and^

UNDP from both .the Government of Guyana and the Economic Commission for Latin
America to consider an action programme of non-aligned countries and other

developing countries in the fields of trade, industry and transport,, A

preparatory meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of non-aligned countries

was tyeld in August 1972 followed by a meeting of the United Nations bodies
and Agencies in Georgetown two months ago that adopted a draft two-year project
of U$»994,-000 for submission to UKDP and a project for preparatory operations,
estimated at US$45,000, to be financed by the United Nations Regular Programme.

■Hie final UNDP project would be submitted to a Conference of Heads of State

and Government of non-aligned nations in Algiers in September 1973.

43. .Following the statement, members of the Committee called upon Governments

to support and to adhere to the 8 principles approved by Heads of State and

Government at its 1973 summit meeting. - ■

44. In response to request for comments on UHDP response to the secretariate

submission for financial contributions, the representative of the UHDP replied

that although he had not received definite assurance that all the money requested

by/E&A. would be made available, he assured members of the Administrators desire

to strengthen and make effective the policies of the Commission. The UHDP,

he siid, was sympathetic to the Commission's request for assistance with

the founds of negotiations on trade, monetary and related matters. Since a

decision appears to have been given in principle to assist as evidenced Tqr

the fact that a substantial sum had already been made available to the secreta

riat to help with preparatory studies, he did not envisage any serious dif

ficulties. He expected that a final decision would be taken in two weeks7*

45* ] Members of the Committee in various statements expressed profound,disap

pointment over the fact that although the EGA submission had been made &x

months ago, the UNDP had not found it convenient to reach a decision on a

matter of such grave concern to a whole region. Some members were of the
opinion that UNDP might deliberately be procrastinating and urged African

countries to muster the required financing from its own resources. But others

were of the opinion that the request to UNDP was a matter of Africa's entitle

ment to the assistance and that the UNDP should be made to realize the necessity

for quick actionr
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46» Other comments concerned the secretariates programme for the utilization

of funds requested from UNDP. It was felt that many of the projects included

had already "been carried out "ty the secretariat or that they involved theoretical

studies at this stage when practical action was called for* They cautioned

against duplication of work. The Committee agreed, howeverf that ECA should "be

closely involved in implementation of the 8 principles agreed upon by the

Afrioan Heads of State and Government and that the secretariat should be

strengthened and supported in negotiations towards this end. It further

agreed.that Africa should hold itself in readiness so that in case UNDP did.

not rise to the occasion Africa should not be caught off guard. It supported

the Executive Secretary's tplea for support in the secretariat^ efforts to

recruit competent specialists and negotiators' in trade, finance and monetary

matters so that he could assist member States in the forthcoming rounds of

negotiations.

Preparations for the fifty-fifth session of the Economic and Social Council

47. A member of the secretariat reported on the preparations made ty the

secretariat for the fifty-fifth session of the Economic and Social Council.

As requested by the Committee at its seventh meeting, comments were made on the

items of the provisional agenda of the Economic and Social Council as contained

in document E/I55O. The three main items which called for special attention and
on which the Executive Secretary would be required to intervene on behalf of

the Economic Commission for Africa were:

(a) General discussion of international economic and social policy, includ-
: ing regional and seotoral development;

(b) Second United Nations Development Decade; review and appraisal of
progress in implementing the International Development Strategy,

including a further discussion of collective economic security;

(c) Regional co-operation.

48. In connexion with these items, the Committee was informed that the Economic
and Social Council would have before it the following documents which were .

adopted by the Conference of Ministers at its second meeting held in Accra

in February 1973s

(a) ECA Annual Report 1972/1973 (E/CN.I4/59I);

(b) First Biennial Review and Appraisal of Progress in Implementing the
Goals and Objectives of the Second United Nations Development Decade

(E/CN.l4/595/Summary.)s . ,

49» Members of the Committee took note of this presentation. A member of the

Committee, in commenting upon the report E/CN.I4/59I to be submitted to ECOSOC
requested that resolution 252(xi) on "Destruction of a Libyan civilian airliner"
adopted at the second meeting of the Conference of Ministers on 23 February 1973

should appear in full in the report. This resolution was accordingly issued

^/CN.14/RES/252(XIJ7 as an addendum.
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50. In commenting further on aspects of the secretariat's presentation, the

member informedrthe Committee of research he had conducted on which he wished

to comnient briefly for the benefit of members* It concerned.the methods of

review and appraisal of the United Nations Second Development Decade. The

review made in May, he saidt gave disappointing results for the developing

countries possibly because they were too preoccupied with social and political

matt ere to the neglect of programmes of economic development* He advised that

African countries should seize opportunity of the forthcoming review and

appraisal of the Second Development Decade to concentrate efforts on the improve

ment and consolidation of co-operation among themselves in order to achieve

targets set. Africans should ask that objectives and targets contained in the

United [Nations Development Strategy be reviewed or revised to take into
account the special needs and aspirations of the region* This called for

further research by the EGA in order to advise African governments to take

effective measures in the appropriate United Nations organs especially during

General Assembly debates on this question. :Merabers requested that this

research when completed and submitted to ECOSOC (as the author intended to do)
should be circulated to member governments for their information through the

ECA secretariat. .' .. ^ :

'._■■. ■ . ■

Staff and administrative questions i

51» Introducing agenda item 12 a representative of the secretariat drew ,

attention to resolution 242(Xl) adopted by the second meeting of the Con

ference of African Ministers inviting the Executive Secretary to present ;

before the Executive Committee reports relating to staff conditions and.other

questions of interest to the Committee. Drawing the attention of the Committee

to document E/CN.I4/BCO/6O which had been prepared on the subjects he explained

that the secretariat, had been unable to keep to its pace of Africanization

because of the following factors: the freeze in recruitment imposed by the

Secretary-Generalj inability to obtain releases of qualified Africans^ and

the qucjta system which made it difficult to recruit from over-represented -

countries. ;

52. Ix* the discussion which, followed members sought clarification on whether

the. appointment of Regional Advisers^ who were mostly non-Africant was baaed

on extila—budgetary funds made available to the secretariat from the countries

from which the advisers were recruited,, It was felt that some of the regional

advisory posts could more appropriately and satisfactorily be filled by

Africans who might better understand the problems of their own people.

53* In response to the question of Regional Advisers the representative

of the secretariat explained that their selection, was not based on sources

of aid. They were recruited through the United Nations System after clearance

from the secretariat. These experts, he-said^ were qualified and experienced

advisere some of whom had worked previously as.advisers to national Govern

ments, i If Africans wanted to be recruited for these posts they had. equal

opportunity to apply because these posts were advertised internationally and

Governments were supposed to be aware of them. Nevertheless, the Committee .

was of the view that the secretariat should make a deliberate attempt to seek
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and.select Africans to fill regional advisory posts especially since these

posts were not subject to the quota system. The secretariat's preoccupation

with competenceB it was feltr was not justified especially so when advisers

could not "be expected to achieve their objectives if their standards were too

far above that of those they advised. Moreover, Africans should "be given an

opportunity to grow into posts which Africans could most understandingly fill.

54, . On the matter of substantive ponts- in the secretariat such as that of

Chiefs of Division, the Committee felt that the secretariat appeared to have

made commendable progress. Nevertheless, members were of the opinion that

there was room for improvement. The members of the Committee said that they

were not advocating total Africanization of the secretariat but felt that

" the Executive Secretary should make every effort to Africanize these decision-

making posts. Although it appeared that there were fev such posts held ty

rion—Africans these were, in fact, substantive divisions in contrast to some

of the divisions held by Africans which were minor*

55» The Committee was informed that the post of Deputy Executive Secretary
was vacant. The Executive Secretary had made his recommendations to the j

Secretary-General who had responsibility for a decision on this appointments

and his decision was still being awaited.

56. A member of the Committee wished to have clarification on the status
of South African staff members of the Commission. The Executive Secretary

replied that the secretariat was sensitive to the South African situation

and did not offer employment to persons from the Republic who may embarrass the

Commission,, He pointed outt however, that the total number of South Africans

in the United Nations did not take into consideration the racial composition

as the Secretary-General was free to offer employment tc all qualified candidates
from member States„

57. The Executive Secretary referred to resolution 242(Xl) on "Reporting on

Staff and administrative questions" and said that he had been informed ty

cable from Headquarters that it was not necessary for him to consult the

Staff Committee on the report to be submitted to the Executive Committee.

There was machinery within the secretariat for advising the Executive Secretary

on staff mat+ers - the Joint Advisory Committee (JAC)O The Executive Secretary

alone was responsible for reporting to the legislative and subsidiary bodies
of the Commission. ,''■.'

58. A member of the Committee insisted that a written opinion was necessary
before the Executive Secretary could proceed with the invalidation of Commission

resolution 242(Xl)B The Executive Secretary agreed that a more detailed com--
munication from Headquarters would be circulated to members of the Executive

Committee as soon as it was made availableo He pointed out thatr under the

circumstances, he could not submit this resolution to the Economic and Social

Council for approval. A member of the Committee observed that ?.t would be *'

advisable that this statement should be reproduced i'n a written document

and circulated to all the members of the Executive Committee,,
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59. The representative of Swaziland, speaking on behalf of his country, and .

those if Botswana and Lesotho, wished.to know whether the Committee would
the secretariat of the Commission to make available to these coun-

experts to study in depth the possibilities of (i) having an International
(ii) improving their telecommunications network, and (iii) assisting

authorize

tries

Airline

with programmes to make them more economically independent.

60. In response, a representative of the secretariat informed the Committee

that the secretariat-was already aware of the problems of the three countries

particx.larly with regard to telecommunications* He said that there was a

case for the establishment of a multinational airline if the three countries

so wished. Ihe secretariat believed that if the three countries together

submitted their application through their Resident Representative to the

United;Nations a viability study of this airline could be undertaken. Regarding

telecoiiimunications, it was explained that the International Telecommunications
Union had already sent a mission which supported in a report that a high

frequency link be routed through Malawi 9 If that Organization was approached

it should respond favourably to the request.

Date place of the tenth meeting of the Executive Committee

61m It was decided that the tenth meeting of the Executive Committee would1

take place in Addis Ababa from 16 to 22 November 1973• It was also agreed

that tl^is venue could be changed if a member Government wished to invite the

Committee to sit in its country and was willing to bear the cost of such a

movet and give sufficient notice (at least two months in advance) of its
intentions. In such event, the member Government concernedt after consultations

with the other, member Governments would inform the Executive Secretary of a

consensus in order that the necessary arrangements could be made for the

meeting in the host country.

Adoption of the report of the meeting . ■ '

62. Tile Committee having considered the report of the present meeting and
havingimade the necessary changes, adopted it.
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PART II :

RESOLUTIONS ■

No. JL Assistance to .Zambia ' .. . .

The Executive Committee. ■

Noting with deep concern the emergency situation in Zambia which has

emerged as a result of border closure with Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe),
■ ■ ■ -- - ■ -■-....'■

Appreciative of the relevant resolutions of the Assembly, of Heads of

State and Government and the Gouncil of Ministers of the Organization of
African Unity, urging the African countries to extend prompt and substantial

support to Zambia, " ■■ ■ ;

Taking into account the various United Nations, ECA and OAU reports on

action taken or.initiated so far to remedy the. situationfl

Conscious of the emergency and pressing nature of the problem and signi

ficance of the time factor in its programmed solutiont : ..

Noting with admiration the reported manner in which the Government and ,-

people of Zambia have been dealing-with the emergency situation thus created,

particularly their endeavours to identify clearly the objectives to be achieved,

Noting further with appreciation the support with which many .African

countries have responded favourably, specially the United Republic of Tanzania,

for placing at the disposal of Zambia their infrastructures: of.roads, railways,

ports and telecommunications and the declared intentions of Ifenya, Malawi/1
and Zaire fo follow suit, as well as the expressed pledges of masy other

African States to help, . ■. "

Taking into account the findings and recommendations cf the missions sent

to Zambia "by the United Nations Security Council, the United Nations Secretary-

General and ECA, particularly the findings.and recommendations of the; report... .'■

on "Zambia's Foreign Trade Routes in 1973" (e/CN«14/ECO/61),

Taking into account actions already taken lay the United Nations Secretary-

General and ECOSOC towards the programmed implementation of these recommendations,

Noting with satisfaction the action initiated by the Director-General of

FAO to send a mission with the objective of assisting the Government of Zambia

in the reappraisal and reformation of its agricultural development programme

to take adequate account of the new situation and to assess its requirements

of emergency food aid,

Recognizing, the need to integrate and harmonize adequately all actions

at the national, regional and international levels required to help Zambia,
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!•] Urgea EGA to contiime. following up1- and- studying the Zambian situation

very closely, and to keep member States informed of the latest developments;

2 Appeals to the United Nations Secretary-General and all the United

National agencies concerned to take immediate and necessary steps to end

shortages especially in absolute essentials for production and consumption;

3*. Requests the Executive Secretary to report to the Executive Committee

on developments in the situation so long as the crisis lastsf and to advise

on such adjustments and modifications in the actions and measures which are

being taken in this respect;

4" Appeals to the United Nations Secretary-General, the UNDP Administrator

and the Presidents of the IBRD and AEB to take practical and prompt steps

towards implementing the recommendations on transport and communications of the

experts who accompanied the Security Council's Special Mssionfl in order

to enable Zambia to divert its foreign trade load away from Southern Khodesian -

routesj

5- Calls upon the Secretary-General and the Executive Secretary to take

the necessary steps8 supported by allocation and reallocationof manpower

and material resources, which will enable ECA to play a more active role

in the implementation of the Security. Council and ECOSOC resolutions on Zambia^

ECA should particularly be able to strengthen the subregional office based in

Lusaka so.that to maintain close liaison with the efforts being made by the,

various, multilateral agencies to aid Zambia, and to give adequate support to
the country .Ufa3 and other missions, concerned with the implementation of the.
relief programme especially in the field of transport and communications; . •

s, ECA and OAU to work in close co-operation to mobilize technical

and traide manpower in fields such as. transport and communications to serve la '

Zambia oh request or short notice;

-<^ , ?• qallc upon the organizations of the United Nations system to assist. ..

^JJ Zambia %n its initiative and endeavours to achieve self-sufficiency or maximum
sufficiency in basic food and consumer commodities especially, those of a
buUky afod low value per unit volume ?nd to reactivate their orash training

programmes for enabling increasing numbers of Zambians to acquire professional

knowledge and skills which will help their country in filling important gaps

especially ±n strategic areas such as transport and communications;

8» Requests the Executive Secretary to continue ECA. co-operation
with the East African Community in the formulation and promotion of any projects
or programmes which vjill help to strengthen Zambia!s trade links with its

East African neighbours, particularly projects aimed at meeting.Zambia's
of meat.and maizeo •-■■:■■ ■.-... ..
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No.;2. Drought in the Sudano-Sahelian zone

The Executive Committee.

Noting with much concern the significant and serious magnitude of the

effects of drought in the Sudano-Sahelian zone, andt in particular the

alarming and continuing losses in human lives and livestock and the large

deficits in the production of food and the availability of pasture and drinks-
ing water,

Acknowledgjng with appreciation the pertinent resolutions "by the Assembly v

of Heads of State and the Council of Ministers of the Organization of African

Unitye and the resolution adopted by the United Nations Economic and Social

Council in its fifty-fourth session held in Geneva in May 1973,

Taking into account the prompt and expedient actions taken "by the Food

and and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations with the co-operation of

other agencies and donor countries and to organize and supervise emergency

relief operations in the affected area in an attempt to minimize the immediate

consequences of the disaster,

Noting with appreciation and gratitude the contributions which non-Afrioan

donors have extended to the relief campaignt

Taking into account the efforts made by some Governments concerned in mid-

1972 to pre-warn against the onsetting disaster, and the co-operative actions

they have taken with the help of the international community to initiate and

carry out an emergency relief campaign.

Considering the operational problems with which the relief campaign is

faced, especially in the field of transport,

Notinff with appreciation the steps and measures which some coastal neigh

bouring countries of the subregion have taken to facilitate the temporary move

ment across their borders of some affected human populations and their livestock

in search for food, water and pasture,

Conscious of basic agro-ecological and agro-economic magnitude and dynamics

cf the problem, and of the importance to the affected zone and to Africa of

seeking lasting mediunr'to-long-term solutions of drought and its associated

evils, particularly in terms of balanced land use and a general uplift in

agricultural productivity8 the stabilization of rural populations and the

construction of dams.

Aware, of the steps which are being taken by the United Nations Secretary-

General to develop appropriate institutions for the planning and implementation

of a medium-long-term programme.

Taking into account the main findings, recommendations and resolutions of

the ministers and experts of agriculture and rural development of the affected
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es at Oaugadougou between 23 and 27 March 1973 "by which a well-conceived

medium- and long-term joint action programme was outlined and a per-

inter-State co-ordinating committee was set up,

Tallng into account the efforts.which the ECA secretariat has made over

decade in drawing attention to the "basic structural constraints in

-economic complex of the Sudano-Sahelian zone as well as the ongoing

activities in this

las :t

agro

projected

of factj as witnessed by the incidence of partial and localized

s in Northern. Ethiopia, Northern Chad and Northern Nigeria^ that cyclical

is a constant threat to all the countries within the Sudano-Sahelian-

.-Northern Guinea belt of Africa from the Atlantic to the Red Sea,

Considering that agriculture is the "backbone of the economies of these

countries and the spearhead of their long-term economic and social development,

!• Appeals to all African States to extend additional help, however, modest,

towards the success of the relief campaign within the framework of African

solidarity and at the same time appeai to the international community at large
to assist in intensifying and consolidating the emergency relief campaign,

especially in areas which constitute a bottleneck to the progress of the

campaign like transport and communications in view of the fact that' many parts of

the affected areas could be cut off during the onsetting rainy season;

2» ; USSSS, "fcha* conserted national, subregional and international efforts

should-Ibe mobilized with the objective of achieving substantial increases in
production of food crops, meat and milk in the 1973/74 season and that' is by

organizing;a crash programme for providing areas of relatively high potential

with moaern means of production specially fertilizersf tools, vaccines and "'

intensive agricultural extension methods;

3. [ Calls on the Executive Secretary, to mobilize inter-agency multi-

disciplinary resources and efforts aimed at strengthening ongoing regional

development projects related to the problems of increasing agricultural
productivity; the objectives and approaches of Liptako-Gourma Authorityj

River Hfl.ger Commission and the Lake Chad Basin Commission, the Organization for

the Development of the Senegal River Should be particularly re—appraised and

re—oriented in this direction;

■4» ' Requests the competent organizations to help in assisting the stfb—

regional organizations referred to above with the implementation1 of the projects
which they have drawn up as part of their anti-drought campaign^

5« Requests the United Nations Secretary-General and the ECA Executive

Secretary in co-operation with the Organization of African Unity-,-to- mobilize

and co-ordinate international action for mediunH;o-longH;erm perspective deve
lopment based on the already established interstate committee baaeii at

Ofcagadoiteou, and to provide this committee with every possible materials

logistic and institutional support to enable it to carry out the programming
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and implementationcf joint projects consistent with the ongoing ECA/FAO '

programme of the Commission on intra-eubregional co-operation and trad©

in the field of agriculture, and'making maximum use of the resources available
at the ECA subregional office and the West African UNDATs; the strengthened

and continually supported inter-State committee should.specially.be enabled
to carry out the following: , '■ ■■. " . ,.,.

(a) Improve knowledge about long-term climatic bahaviour in the z$ne;

.,(b). Accelerate ..grpundt .water surveys and/drilling programmes; :.-,.

(c) Formulate and-assist with the implementation of reafforestation"
and rehabilitation of destroyed or lost ecosystems, halting of

desert creepj re-establishment of a longHserm1ecological balance '
and nature conservation;

(d) Identify and formulate national and multinational water resource
projects, the development of which should assist in raising agri-

culturalj human and animal productivity;

(e) Promote the construction of dams with the intention of extending
- . the area of irrigated lands; ■ .. : . .

■ (f) Reinforce through regional co-operation and reappraisal of priorities
resources in agronomyt animal husbandry and cultivated pastures,

°*« Calls on the Executive Secretary in co-operation with the Organization
of African Unity to seek the support of the IBRDC UNDP, FAO3 ADB ,and

other international organizations in implementing the project pn/Ttegional,

Food Reserves for West Africa and in implementing long^term projects which will
enable a comprehensive and permanent solution to be found to the drought
problem in West Africa. - - ■'.':■',.

7» Urges the member States of the West African subregion to take active
steps towards the implementation of the West African Transport; and Coraraunication
Network;

8» Stresses the need for countries of the subregion to reponsider their
development plans and programmes with a view to giving progressively hi$ier :

priority to increased food production especially staple grains and meat;

on UWDP through the forthcoming meeting of UNBP Resident Rep

resentatives in Africa to accord high priority in the seventies tp regional

development programmes dealing, with or related to the problems of. drou^it,-
especially projects dealing with livestock developmentt with increasing food;

production in the subregion aaid with Water resources development;

10. Egpressee its hope that the newly created United Nations Agency, for

Environmezxtal Programmes would be primarily concerned with the allocation of

resources to help in the long-term solution of the environmental and agro-

ecological problems of arid and semi-arid zones in Africa; .
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Calls on the- President -of- IBRD to intensify his efforts aimed at

assisting countries of the subregion in allocating more investment and develops

ment resources towards projects-arid programmes leading to substantial increases

in food production;

12O Requests the Executive Secretary of the Commission to prepare for con

"by the Executive Committee in its nert meeting (Novemlser 1973)
ive and detailed report on the progress in the implementation of

, medium- and longHierm programme outlined ahove in addition, to

specific and detailed action oriented programme for implementation

B regional and international agencies to meet the a"bove-*stated

c
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Na*3e Regional project for assistance to African countries

in preparing for the international -negotiations

in the trade, finance and monetary spheres

The Executive Committee.

Recalling resolution 243(Xl) of the Conference of Ministers at its second

meeting on African participation in negotiations in the trade, finance and

monetary spheres,

Jtearjng, ^n .mjlnd the relevant resolutions adopted by the General Assembly!

the Economic and Social Council and the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development,

Noting the efforts made "by the Executive Secretary in implementing the

aforementioned resolutions;

Aware of ^he urgency and importance of the subject^

Convinced that good preparations and adequate documentation are essential

prerequisites for a successful African participation in the negotiations,

flaying noted that the United Nations Development Programme has already

raacted favourably to the request of the Economic Commission for Latin America

concerning its project for assisting the countries of Latin America in prepare

ing their participation in these negotiations,

1° Expresses its deep disappointment and grave concern that the United

Nations Development Programme has still not finally approved the African

regional project, for assistance to African countries to enable them to partici

pate effectively in the negotiation in the tradet finance and monetary

spheres;

2» 4PJBSSM 'to ^he United Nations Development Programme to oake all
possible efforts with a vie1.-/ to an early approval of the African regional

project;

3* Request_s the Executive Secretary to transmit the present resolution

to the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme,,
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Composition and terms of reference of the inter-governmental committee

of experts for science and technology development .-.■■*.:

The Executive Comm^tteftt

Recalling the Commission's resolution 248(Xl) of 22 February 1973 on

and technology development in the African region and the adoption

African Regional Plan of Action for the Application of Science and
Technology to Development,

Recalling.further the decision "by the same resolution to establish a
specietl inter-governmental committee of experts to ensure regular follow-up

and review of the work of the secretariat of the Commission in connexion
with the implementation of the African Regional Plan of Action for science
and technology8 ■ . ,

!«.. Decides that the special committee shall be designated as the

"Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and Technology
Development";

:. 2« Further decides that the compositinnt term of office and terms of
reference of the Committee shall be as follows:

Composition . .

The Inter-governmental Committee of Experts for Science and Technology
Development shall consist of one representative from each of twenty member
States of the Commission selected on the basis of an equitable geographical
distribution according to the following pattern:

(a) Four members from the Central African Subregion;

(b) Six members from the East African Subregion; ■■■■■• :

(c) Three members from the North.African Subregion;

(d) Seven members from the West African Subregion.

The representatives of the member. States on the Committee shall be senior
government officials of the member States 1*0 are concerned with scientific
and technological affairs, technological planning and development.

Term of office

The term of office of the Committee shall be four years.
Committee shall be eligible for re-election.

Members of the

Meetings

The Committee shall meet at least once a year and more often if necessary.

The members of the Regional Group for Africa of the United Nations Advisory
Commitisee on the Application of Science and Technology for Development shall be
invited as observers to the meetings of the Committee.
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...... Jn.aoQQrda»oeJ;wi1iii/-1bhe,^terjns-. of re^eyeiice-- (paragraphs 10) and rules
of procedure of the Commission (Rule 72) -representatives of-the specialized
agencies shall be invited as observers to the meetings of the Committee.

Rules of -procedure

The rules of procedure of the Committee shall be the same as those of

the Commission.

Terms of reference

The terms of reference of the Inter—governmental Committee for Science

and Technology Development shall be: ■

(a) To assist the Commission in the definition and periodic review of
the African Strategy for Science and Technology Development;

(b) To review, on a regular basis, the work of the secretariat of the

Commission in connexion with the implementation of the African

Regional Plan;

(c) To assess and evaluate the results achieved in the implementation of

the regional plan;

(d) To advise and assist the secretariat of the Commission in the

co-ordination of activities of the member States related to the

African Regional Plan and on the ways and means to accelerate the

implementation of the regional plan;

(e) To advise on ways and means of mobilizing.resources of all kinds for
the implementation of the regional plan.

The Committee shall present reports to the Executive Committee and to the

Conference of Ministers*
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Relations between the Commission and the Organization of African Unity

The Executive CommitteeT ....

Recalling. Commisa-ion resolution 190(lX) of 10 February 1969 on relations

with the Organization of African Unity8

Recalling further resolution 19l(xill) of the Council of Ministers
of the Organization of African Unity,

Deg|irotts of improving working relations between ECA and OAU in order
to avoid overlapping and duplication in the future^

Realizing that both organizations aim at serving the interest of Africa,

!• Urgea the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization of
African Unity, and the Executive Secretary of the Commission to establish
a permanent, joint ECA/OAU Committee which should work towards the progressive
rationalization of their programmes and maintenance of maximum co-operation;

2. Requests the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization
of African Unity to continue the tradition of inviting' -£he Executive Secretary
of the Commission to meetings and in particular to meetings of the Council of
Ministers whenever economic and social matters of global significance are
being discussed, v. ' ■ . ;

C
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i

™.v ._.: -. ■ '^P* ^j». Working relations.-between,; the.,jnfllfonational ' '
inier-disciolinary, development advisory teams

and, tfye subregional offices ; . ■

The Executive Committeef " . '

Recalling Commission resolutions 134(VIl) of February 1965e 178(VIIl)

of 24 February I967 and.221(x) of February 197-1, and the recommendations ft
of the Executive Committee urging the adoption of ^measures to provide the ;

subregional offices with material resources and sufficient qualified staff

to enable tjiera to play a more active role in the economic and social develop

ment of the member States, . , : :. ; ■

Farther recalling Commission resolution .I8°.(ix) of 10 .February. 1969

on the organization, structure and functions of the secretariat, including
the subregional offices, ,.

Mindful of General Assembly resolution 2563(XXIV) of 13 December 1969

on the role of the regional economic commissions An the field of develops

ment planning during the Second United Nations Development Decade and of
Commission resolution 24l(Xl) of 23 February. 1973ton working relations
between the Multinational Inter-disciplinary Teams, and the subregional :
offices, ■ . " . .' ,' .

Considering that'the use of subregional inter-disciplinary teams to provide

the member States with technical assistance in the, form of advisory services
will help to promote regional integration,

Noting the programme concerning the establishment of the Multinational

Inter-disciplinary Development Advisory Teams in seven zones in Africa,

noting the measures already taken to reinforce the staffs of the

subregional .officest

1. Recommends that the Multinational Inter-disciplinary Teams fit

their activities into the framework of the plan of action of the subregional

offices to permit better utilization of available resources;

2« Invites the Executive Secretary to take all necessary steps for the

integration of the Multinational Inter-disciplinary Teams into the subregional

offices, with the directors of the offices exeroising supervision over the teams

which will retain a degree of autonomy within the framework of their plan of

operation;

3» Reiterates the necessity of orienting the actioncf the Multinational

Inter-disciplinary Teams primarily towards multinational co-operation programmes
and appeals to the Governments benefitting from the assistance of these teams
to support this orientation*
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Content of reoorts on staff and administrative questions

The Executive Committee.

Recalling Commiseion resolution 242(Xl) of 23 February 1973 concerning
reporting on staff and administrative questionsc

Mijndful of the importance of such reports in providing the members of

the Executive Committee with an understanding of the structure and the func

tioning of the secretariatf

Noting with thanks the information supplied by the Executive Secretary

as requested under resolution 242(Xl)s

Nqting with regret the statement of the Executive Secretary to the effect

that he could not submit for approval Commission resolution 242(xi) of 23
February 1973 on staff and administrative questions to the fifty-fifth sesssion

of the Economic and Social Council as part of the ECA Annual report covering

the period from 14 February 1972 to 23 February 1973 (E/CN.14/591) because
of whact he terms the "illegality of paragraph 4" of this resolution,

Appreciating the need for the reports on staff and administrative questions

to maintain a carefully determined format so as to ensure sufficiency and

consistency( and thereby facilitate the understanding of the secretariat

by the Executive Committeet

1* Decides therefore that the reports to be presented by the Executive

Secretary in implementation of resolution 242(Xl) should include^ among
other matters, a chapter on each of the following subjects:

(a) Recruitment of professional staff and an analysis of the total

establishment of professional staff members including all categories;

(b) The organization chart of the secretariat including the sub-divisions

into Divisionst Offices and Sectionst and the responsibilities allo

cated to these organizational units. Changes in organization during

the interval between two reports should be indicated;

(c) Staff conditions and staff relations.

2» Requests the Executive Secretary to provide future reports to the

Executive Committee which include these chapters;

3« Insists that the Executive Secretary should present for approval Com

mission resolution 242(xi) on staff and administrative questions to the

Economic and Social Council during its fifty-fifth session;

4« Invites the Executive Secretary to inform the Secretary-General of

the Committee's concern regarding the administrative formalities involved in

the recruitment of African staff members who are of the required standard

and fulfil the necessary conditions;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to ease the procedure for the recruit

ment of African candidates by taking into consideration only their competence.
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